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Welcome to our new series INTERVIEW WITH A RENAISSANCE MOM - where I’ll be interviewing some
of my favorite Renaissance Momsfrom around the web!Inspired by our new book, Life Creative: Inspiration for
Today’s Renaissance Mom, Kelli Stuart and I hope that this series encourages you to dabble and delight in the
cracks and crevices of your mothering moments.Life Creative: Inspiration for Today’s Renaissance Mom is the
story of creative women – creative mothers – who are blending life and art together into something beautiful.
The book doesn’t tell one story, but rather many stories of women who have wondered what on earth God was
thinking when He made them creative, and then gave them ...Today's installment of Interview with a
Renaissance Mom is a cozy, autumn chat with lifestyle blogger, adoption advocate, and recipe book author,
Shay Shull. Her latest book, "Simmers," is packed with recipes even the kids will love! You'll adore this
conversation, so let's dive in.Kelli Stuart is a wife, mother, writer, and the driver of a smokin' hot minivan. She
is the co-author of Life Creative: Inspiration for Today's Renaissance Mom, a book for creative mothers
walking the challenging line between motherhood and creativity.Book Giveaway For Life Creative: Inspiration
for Today's Renaissance Mom. Life Creative: Inspiration for Today's Renaissance Mom by. Wendy Speake,
Kelli Stuart (Goodreads Author) Release date: Sep 27, 2016. Enter to win 1 of 15 copies of "Life
Creative."Happy Mother’s Day! How has your mom influenced & inspired your career? “My mother inspired
my career by showing me how important it is to take on passion projects and really run with them if they are a
good fit. She always showed passion and drive in any project she took on, big or small.The Renaissance began
to turn society toward a more humanist view of the world and encouraged scientific research and inventions that
contemporary society in 2014 still relies on. Before the Renaissance, artists and authors generally focused on
religious topics only and wrote for the nobility and the clergy.Now, here is where my mom became my biggest
inspiration. During the first three months of Tenesha's life, doctors questioned if she would live to see the age of
1. This was heartbreaking news for my mom and the rest of us. Things were looking really bad, but my mom
never lost hope.The list below selects some of the top mom bloggers today, in no particular order. ... Circle of
Moms' "Top 25 Creative Moms" and Martha's Circle, ... its core strength is Marcie's inspirational ...Inspirational
Stories . The inspirational, feel good stories posted in this section are from everyday visitors, like YOU, through
our post a story page. Please browse through the stories and then share yours!The Renaissance had a profound
influence on the course of the development of modern American society, culture, and, since it is a natural
extension of both, artistic expression. The Renaissance influence in America brought about a new focus on
humanism and as a result, a subsequent turning away from the dominant ideals put forth by the church.Below is
a collection of quotes for women on the themes of Courage and Power, Self-Esteem and Self-Acceptance, and
Life Success. Hope you enjoy! See also: "20 Positive & Uplifting Quotes for Women ...Michelangelo’s David.
Architects of the Renaissance age began to move away from the Gothic style that had originated in France and
turned to more older Roman styles. Many arthitects drew their inspiration and even some material from Italy’s
ruins. Filippo Brunelleschi ones one of the first great architects if the Renaissance.Mother’s Day lands on
Sunday, May 12 this year, and if you can’t seem to find the right words to express how much you love yours,
we’ve got you covered. She's on duty the other 364 days a ... - Life Creative Inspiration For Today S
Renaissance Mom

